[Cesarean sections in France: impact of organizational factors on different utilization rates].
In this study, we analysed the potential impact of organizational factors to explain the variation of cesarean sections' rates. We used a retrospective sample of 84,372 deliveries and two subsamples of low risk deliveries for cesarean sections. We determined different organisational factors that included: juridical and financial status of maternities, their architecture, the type of on-call for obstetricians, pediatrists and anesthetists, the annual number of deliveries and the level of pediatric staff and equipments of the maternities. We used multiple regression techniques to study the specific effect of each parameter, while controlling effects of age and parity of the mothers. We have found that even on the low risk samples, variation of rates were important. The type of on-call, the level of pediatric services and the architecture of maternities exerted a strong and significant effect on the rate of cesarean sections compared to the absence of impact of the number of deliveries. We discuss the reasons why, explaining the occurrence of those factors and then, stress the need to take into account the relevant factors for organizational audits. It appears that, in the context of the new regulation of the health system, these results should give obstetricians reasons to enhance their efforts to correct inefficient practices and to respect consensual guidelines and joint accreditation of obstetric and pediatric units.